
A Message from PCC 

May 13, 2020 

Dear Friends of Penn Central Conference - 

“Come to him, a living stone, though rejected by mortals 

yet chosen and precious in God's sight, and like living 

stones, let yourselves be built into a spiritual house…” (2 

Peter 2:4-5) 

One of the best aspects of living in eastern PA is the pre-

ponderance of stone houses built by early settlers in the 

1600-1800s. Redstone, limestone, and fieldstone – all are 

employed to create structures that while architecturally 

simple, possess elegance and aesthetic balance. And then 

there are the stone barns, structures that are more archi-

tecturally grand and awe-inspiring in their scale. Many of 

these structures have weathered time and war and are a 

testament to the resilience of stone. I imagine that some of 

the residents of these homes also exhibited resilience and 

strength given the times in which they lived. 

I have been thinking about how we, as living stones, are 

built into a spiritual house in these days. How are we to be 

strong? To be resilient? To practice forbearance? I gained 

some insight today when I joined with a group of clergy 

from Lancaster Association as we explored the question, 

“What are some strengths within you that you see emerg-

ing from this time of Covid-19?” I ask this questions be-

cause in so much of our uncertainty, fear, anxiety and iso-

lation, it’s common to feel weak or inadequate. I hear this 

in particular from clergy who feel they aren’t doing 

enough, or reaching out enough, or modeling strength and 

faithfulness. But today I heard some reminders of how 

much strength there is within us. 

Those I asked have found their strength in a variety of 

ways: through creativity as a means to accompany others 

on the journey (making a blanket for a graduate); or 

strength in spiritual practices such as intentional focused 

prayer; or strength in connection with others, in particular 

with elderly members of the congregation; or strength in 

authenticity- by being vulnerable and honest with the 

members about their own fear and grief; strength demon-

strated through being a non-anxious presence in the face 

of conflict borne of anxiety and fear; 

strength by embracing technology and seeing how it can 

bring us closer (such as the 101-year old shut-in who saw 

his pastor preach for the first time via Facebook live); and 

strength borne of looking forward to how the church will 

shift and change into this new future. Ironically there is 

strength too in admitting our weaknesses, acknowledging 

that we cannot do everything, and releasing our perfection-

ism. 

All of these demonstrations of strength show how we are 

living stones. We are being built into a house for these 

times. We do not have blueprints and we don’t always get 

a straight answer from the Architect. But we do trust that 

we are working together on this building site. The stones 

(us) are rough, yet somehow, miraculously, they can fit to-

gether, and all have a place. I encourage you to focus some 

time on the strengths that you see emerging in yourself 

that need to be nurtured. Our weaknesses are easy to enu-

merate. But our strengths can build a house, a home in 

which Christ will dwell, no matter what comes next.  

Peace, 

Carrie 

 

Ephesians 6:18 (NLT) 

Pray in the Spirit at all times and on every occasion. Stay alert 

and be persistent in your prayers for all believers everywhere. 

This week, we pray for each other as we continue to live 

into God's calling... 
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